Local Studies Lead to Curriculum Change
HAROLD C. HAND
Discovery of facts concerning local conditions leads to significant curric
ulum change, according to Professor Harold C. Hand, University of
Illinois, Urbana.

TO ANY experienced curriculum
worker it is well known that only as
teachers, patrons and pupils change
their practice can the curriculum pos
sibly be improved. But the matter of
how to induce these participants to
change their practice is always of vital
concern. The truth is, we know all too
little about the techniques through
which change is accomplished.
One approach that appears to be
meeting with success in Illinois is that
associated with utilization of the Illi
nois Secondary School Curriculum Pro
gram's "basic studies" (local studies
basic to curriculum development).
This approach is based on the as
sumption that theory alone is not
enough to turn the trick. It is recog
nized by those involved in this program
that theory i.e., a "picture in the head"
in regard to what the school should be
and do is vitally necessary if teachers,
patrons and pupils are to be encour
aged to change their practice. If there
is to be any purposeful shooting there
must be a target at which to shoot. But
theory, by and of itself, seldom if ever
leads to action at least this is the be
lief in the Illinois program.
This seems to be true principally be
cause the tendency to "wish think" is
very strong in all of us. Because we feel
something o ught to be true of our
school, we are almost irresistably im240

pelled to believe that it is true. And
when we believe that w hat is corre
sponds rather comfortably to w hat
ought to be, we do not of course make
any important changes in what we do.
To get us to change what we do, local
facts must be dug up and put into the
picture. Five actual examples are:
SCHOOL'S HOLDING POWER INCREASED
In common with their fellow teachers
in all parts of the nation, staff members
of a certain Illinois high school be
lieved, and still believe, that the public
secondary school should serve all the
children of all the people.
The teachers in this high school knew
that for the nation as a whole only
about seven out of every ten youths ever
attend high school, and that for Illinois
as a whole only about eight out of every
ten do so. They knew also that typically
only about half of those who enter
grade nine continue until graduation.
Their knowledge of these data made
no real impression on these teachers;
they certainly did not regard them as
being presumptively true of their own
school situation. Instead, they felt that
the holding power of their school was
very good; in other words, that what
was corresponded rather comfortably to
what ought to be. Consequently they
could see little or no sense in even con
sidering what might or ought to be
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(lone to make their school more durably
)i I tractive to all youth.
The administration conducted the
iSSCP Holding Power Study1 (which is
lone by office clerks and the principal,
iot by teachers) and discovered that for
;very 100 yorths who entered the ninth
rade of this school, not quite half con
tinued until graduation.
When the data from this local study
were presented to the faculty, action remlted. The teachers' sense of w hat
night to be was outraged by what was
ictually found to be true. Vigorous and
intelligent attempts to improve the cur
riculum of this school were begun almost
immediately and are still continuing.
Not all, but by far the greater number
of teachers in this institution insisted
that the situation be remedied.
HIDDEN TUITION COSTS STUDIED
Teachers in another Illinois high
school believed, and still believe, that
the economic condition of the family
should bar no boy of girl from attend
ing high school.
These teachers knew that the funded
findings of a dozen or so studies of "hid
den tuition costs" conducted in scat
tered communities throughout the
United States revealed the personal perpupil cost of attending the public high
school was about $125 per year; food,
clothing, shelter and transportation ex
cluded.
This figure was not taken at all seri
ously by teachers in this school. They
quite definitely did not regard this
"other fellows' " finding as being pre1 Diaries M. Alien, How tr> Conduct the
Holding Power Slntl\. ISSCP Bill. No. 3. Of
fice of State Supl. of Public Instruction. Spring
field. 111.
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sumptively true in their own situation.
Instead, they estimated that it cost per
haps $35 per pupil per year to attend
their school. Given the economic level
of the community, they were confident
none of their pupils was in the least dis-'
tressed by the hidden tuition charges of
their school. Consequently they could
see no sense in considering ways and
means of making theirs a more nearly
cost-free school.
The ISSCP Hidden Tuition Costs
Study2 was, at the insistence of the ad
ministration, conducted by this school.
To the amazement of the staff, a price
tag of over $40 was found to appertain
to one single course in the curriculum.
The faculty's estimated per-pupil cost
was but about a fourth of the most prob
able true figure for the average pupil.
Because they were unwilling to
change their theory that the cost of at
tending should be within reach of all
to fit the local facts as thus discovered,
these teachers proceeded to do what
they could to make the local facts fit
their theory by reducing the costs in
their school. This process still continues.
PARTICIPATION AFFECTED BY
FAMILY INCOME
Most, if not all, teachers in another
Illinois high school knew the princi
pal generalizations from studies sum
marized in such books as Warner, Loeb
and Havighurst's Who Shall Be Edu
cated? These generalizations include
the statement, that the less privileged
school youth are "included out."
Only a few of these teachers and the
2 Harold C. Hand. How to Conduct the Hid
den Tuition Costs Study. I SSCP Bul. No. 4, Of
fice of State Snpt. of Public Instruction. Spring
field, III.

principal of the school felt that these
findings might possibly be mildly pre
sumptive in reference to the local situ
ation; most thought it little short of
preposterous to assume that any sort
or degree of discrimination could pos
sibly be operative in their school.
The ISSCP Participation in ExtraClass Activities Study3, which imposed
no work on any teacher, was undertaken
by this school. It was found the "dice
were loaded" to the extent of at least
four to one in favor of youngsters from
the upper as compared to the lower in
come families.
This totally unexpected finding led
the staff to immediate attempts to
remedy the situation.
GUIDANCE STUDY CONDUCTED
Most of the staff members of another
Illinois high school were of the com
fortable opinion that the student body
was reasonably well satisfied with
teacher-pupil relationships, classroom
procedures, etc.
This school was one of the nearly 100
institutions that conducted the ISSCP
Guidance Study4 in 1947-48. Data
yielded by one of the instruments util
ized in this study revealed a disturbing
amount of pupil dissatisfaction with
the curriculum, teaching procedures,
teacher-pupil relationships, and the like.
Such locally discovered facts about
themselves these teachers took to heart.
Under leadership of a faculty commit- Harold C. Hand. How to Conduct the Par
ticipation in Extra-Class Activities Study. ISSCI'
Bul. No. 5. Office of State Supt. of Public In
struction. Springfield, III.
+ Harry D. Lovelass, How to Conduct the
Study of the Guidance Services of the School.
ISSCP Bul. No. 6, Office of State Supt. of Public
Instruction, Springfield, 111.
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tee, efforts were soon under way both
to remedy and to prevent major dissatis
factions thus revealed.
SCHOOLS MAKE FOLLOW-UP STUDY
Only the principal and a few mem
bers of the faculty of another Illinois
high school recognized that any serious);
attempt to improve the curriculum was
called for by the situation in their com
munity. General belief was that the
school was attempting to do about what
it should be doing and about what the
community expected it to do; and
further, that the school was meeting
these expectations with more than a
reasonable degree of success.
This school was one of 90 that set out
to do the ISSCP Follow-Up Study5 in
1948-49. This study includes a sampling 1 '
of recent graduates in ortler to discover
what real-life problems these young
adults have encountered or are en
countering. Underlying the study is the
presumption that the school should at
tempt to make its students at least rea
sonably "literate" in reference to such
problems. Patrons (parents and nonparents) , teachers and pupils are asked
to indicate whether or not they feel the
high school should deal with these prob
lems. Another sampling of recent gradu
ates is requested to indicate how much )j
of the help they needed in reference
to each of these real-life problems their
high school had given them. All teachers
are asked also to estimate how much of
the help they felt was needed in refer
ence to each such real-life problem was if
typically received by members of the ,
last graduating class.
s Kenneth B. Henderson. How to Conduct the
Follow-Up Study. (Available about Dec. 19",")
Office of State Supt. of Public Instruction. ,
Springfield, III.
!
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When the findings of this study were
brought together and presented to the
faculty, the complacency of the staff
members all but disappeared. A strong
majority of the patrons, it was found,
felt the school should be giving help
with the real-life problems around
which the study centered. Only in refer
ence to about a third of these problems
did any very substantial proportion of
either recent graduates or teachers esti
mate that adequate help had been given
by the school. Clearly there was a very
considerable amount of "unfinished
business" which had to be assigned high
priority if the reasonable expectations
of the community were to be satisfied.
This school is now one of the most ac

tive in the ISSCP and is definitely em
barked upon a significant program of
curriculum improvement.

These examples, each of which with
but minor variations could be dupli
cated again and again by reference to
other high school situations, seem to
demonstrate the usefulness if not the
necessity of Utilizing the local study ap
proach6 as an instrumentality in the
engineering of curriculum development.
« Harold C. Hand, How the ISSCP Bnsic
Studies Can Help You Improve Your High
School. (In press, probably available this
month.) Office of State Supt. of Public Instruc
tion, Springfield, 111.
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EVERYONE WANTS A HOME (Primer)
MANY HOMES (First Reader)
FRIENDLY NEIGHBORS (Second Reader)
ALL AROUND AMERICA (Third Reader)
For the Children:
Here arc the simple beginnings for pupils' study of geography and history in the middle
grades. Here are primary readers with vocabulary carefully controlled to promote easy
reading. Here is richly illustrated content material to make first experiences in the social
studies pleasant and meaningful.
To the Teacher:
The four titles listed above are brand new publications that will assist you in building
simple but solid foundations in group living and interdependence. The first three titles
are continuous stories stories that hold in every page stimulating and challenging social
srenes and social themes. The fourth title provides six "time" stories from all around
America. Please ask for the professional book that accompanies these readers Resources in
Teaching Primary Social Studies.
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